I. Introduction
Let us define the Ellipse in the Canonical Position (Major Axis aligned with the x-axis, and the Center at the origin). Let the Major Axis length be '2a' and Minor Axis length be '2b'. The Semi Major Axis (Major Radius) is then 'a' and the Semi Minor Axis (Minor Radius) is then 'b'. The equation of the Ellipse in parametric form is given as x(t) = y(t) = The parameter 't' is called the eccentric anomaly and it is not the angle between the Radius and the x-axis. Intent Our intent is to determine the Arc length (L e ) of the given Elliptical Arc Segment AB (Perimeter of the Elliptical Arc AB) lying within a Quadrant of the Ellipse.
II. The Conjure
In order to determine the Arc Length of the Elliptical Arc we transform the Elliptical Arc to a Circular Arc such that the Circular Arc has the same Arc length as that of the Elliptical Arc. The following Conjure defines this Equivalent Circular Arc.
"The Equivalent Circular Arc having the same Arc length as that of a given Elliptical Arc segment (within a Quadrant Arc), will have a Chord length equal to the Chord length of the given Elliptical Arc and it (Circular Arc) will subtend an angle at the center whose value in radians is equal to the difference in the Eccentric anomalies of the end points of the given Elliptical Arc"
From the above conjure we can define a geometric procedure for determining the Arc length of the Ellipse. 
Perimeter Of The Elliptical Arc A Geometric Method
We can now algebraically determine the length of the side of the Isosceles Triangle denoted 'R c ' which will be equal to the Radius of the Circular Arc using the formula Where 'h' is the Chord length and ' θ ' is the angle subtended opposite to the base. For derivation; Reference: Appendix A
Determine the Arc length
We now have the Radius and Subtended angle of the Circular Arc. We can now define the Circular Arc (Fig 2) 
IV. Result
Once we have defined the Circular Arc whose Arc length is equal to the Elliptical Arc we can determine the Elliptical Arc length 'L e ' using the Arc length formula for Circular Arc as Elliptical Arc Length (L e ) = R c .θ
Substituting for 'R c ', we get the Equation in single form as
Substituting for 'h' and 'θ ' we get the formulae in terms of the coordinates of the end points of the Elliptical Arc and the parametric values of the End points of the Elliptical Arc as
V. Conclusions
Thus we have a formula in standard trigonometric functions to determine the Arc length of given Elliptical Arc segment lying within a Quadrant of the Ellipse. Suppose the Major and Minor axis lengths are made equal the Ellipse reduces to a circle. In this case the derived formula reduces to the standard Arc length formula for the Circular Arc. Applying the identity to Equation (3) we get
Substituting result (4) in Equation (2) we get
We know from the Double Angle Formulae
Applying this to
Substituting result (6) in Equation (5) Where 'e' is the Eccentricity of the Ellipse, the current known solution to the integral is through numerical Integration. A method to estimate a closed form solution to this integral using the geometric method is detailed below. 
Approximating the Incomplete Elliptical Integral of Second Kind

Solution Algorithm
Step 1: Determine the parametric value of the end points of the given Arc Let the Parametric value (Eccentric Anomaly) be given as 't 1 ' for point 'A: (x 1 , y 1 )' and 't 2 ' for point 'B: (x 2 , y 2 )'. The parametric values are then determined as
------------------------------------------(1) ------------------------------------------(2)
Step 2: Determine the Subtended angle ' θ ' of the Equivalent Circular Arc The subtended angle has a value in radians equal to the difference between the parametric values (Eccentric Anomalies) of the End points of the Given Arc, i.e. 't 1 ' for Point 'A' & 't 2 ' for Point 'B' The value of ' θ ' in Radians is determined as θ = t 1 -t 2 Step 3: Verify the y -coordinate values of the end points 'A' & 'B' of the Elliptical Arc as
Step 4: Determine Length of the Chord of the Equivalent Circular Arc 'h' The Chord of the Equivalent Circular Arc will have the same Arc length as that of the Chord of the Elliptical Arc. Since they have the same length let us denote the Chord of the Elliptical Arc also as 'h'. The length 'h' is then given as
Step 5: Determine Radius of the Equivalent Circular Arc 'R c ' as
Step 6: Determine Arc Length of the given Arc Elliptical Arc 'L e ' as Elliptical Arc Length (L e ) = R c . θ
